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Of Foreign Languages, Graphic and Otherwise
When I wrote my first column last autumn, I had intended next to consider
the subject of database programs suitable for the kind of text-intensive work
characteristic of Special Collections departments. However, I am in the midst of
evaluating some interesting programs in this category, and will wait to report on
them, and the subject in general, until my next column.
I have, however, received some queries about the use of foreign language
characters on DOS-based microcomputers, and the related issues of graphics
standards. While in theory the microcomputer ought to have freed one from
worries about non-standard or non-roman alphabets, in practice availing oneself of foreign language capabilities means negotiating a maze of video adapters,
printer control codes, arcane software, and strange terminology . Let us try to
penetrate that maze.
The obstacles faced in trying to produce text in foreign languages do not,
of course, have anything inherent to do with language manipulation. Rather,
the problem is to get characters other than the standard alphanumeric symbols
of the roman alphabet to appear, on your monitor, and in your printed output.
Not so very long ago, cataloguers had special typewriters for producing
cards with Greek text, and generally transliterated Hebrew or Russian or Oriental languages (for example). The same exigencies were resorted to when preparing collection registers or bibliographies. Neither method was satisfactory:
a Greek typewriter could not also produce roman characters, so a text had to be
typed piecemeal and switched back and forth between machines. And transliteration is subject to differing conventions and can be inaccurate or misleading.
Joan M . Friedman is Curator of Rare Books at the Yale Center for British Art, New Haven,
Connecticut.
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The ability to write in languages other than English is one of the things that
a computer ought to be able to help with. After all, the keyboard is not connected to mechanical bars with letters fixed in metal; the computer can be programmed to interpret the electronic signals which each keypress sends as almost
anything. Printers, at least of the dot matrix, inkjet, or laser varieties, also have
the flexibility to form characters of any shape. In practice, however, the job becomes a little more complicated.

The ASCII Character Set
When an IBM Personal Computer, or any of the compatible computers, is
used in text, or character, mode (sometimes referred to as monochrome mode,
though it need not be monochrome), almost 256 pre-defined characters are available for input. This number is not arbitrary: each character is encoded electronically, in this type of computer, by eight bits of data, that is, eight separate signals
that are either "on" or "off." Two to the eighth power yields 256 possible combinations for such eight-bit "words." Not all of the 256 characters are actually letters or
symbols as we know them: some of the codes stand for features such as tabs, linefeeds , and other special control codes by which the computer communicates with
a printer or console. But most of the codes do, in fact, stand for the alphabet (in
upper and lower case), punctuation marks, numbers, and other symbols.
The lower 128 of these codes correspond to a set of characters known as the
American Standard Code for Information Interchange, or ASCII, characters.
All the standard letters of the alphabet as used in English, plus all usual punctuation marks and numerals, are included in this group. The control codes are also
part of the lower 128 (which actually are numbered from 0 through 127). The
way in which these characters are coded is a standard that is used in many varieties of computers, in almost all microcomputers, in fact, though mainframe
computers use different codes.
The upper 128, however, ASCII codes 128 through 255, are not part of the
ASCII standard. Nevertheless, IBM defined a set of characters for these codes,
and together with the standard ASCII characters they comprise the "extended
character set." All IBM-compatible computers also implement the extended
character set, so it has gained a quasi-official status as a standard code.
The upper characters of the extended set include many of the accented vowels, non-English punctuation marks , currency symbols, and diacritical marks
used in the more common European languages. There are also a set of pseudographical symbols that permit the drawing of boxes, charts, and so on, using
discrete characters. And there are some Greek, scientific, and mathematical
symbols available as well. The symbols generally needed for bibliographic collations are included. However, the complete Greek alphabet is not available. It is
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possible to write perfectly correct French, Spanish, German, and Italian using
these characters; the Scandinavian languages are also supported . However,
characters required for Esperanto, Polish, Serbo-Croatian, and other languages, are missing; as, of course, are the alphabets for Russian, Hebrew, Arabic, and other non-roman languages.
Since the computers keyboard looks more or less like an ordinary typewriters, the question arises: how does one type in these extra characters that are
availahle in the extended character set? While this may vary somewhat from program to program, the standard way to do so is to hold down the ALT key (one of
several shift-type keys available to change the meaning of other keys) and type in
the ASCII code, in decimal notation, of the character you want, using the keyboard's numeric keypad. Current versions of DOS also provide optional keyboard
drivers (i.e., programs that intercept the user's input and provide coded output to
a device) that automatically map some of the extended character set to available
shifted states of the ordinary keys: for example, the UK driver maps the symbol for
pound, sterling to the key one would otherwise use for the number (#) sign. Thirdparty keyboard macro programs also offer facilities for mapping the extended
characters to key combinations that are easier to remember than the ASCII codes:
for example, you might have "e" with an acute accent mapped to CTRL E, i.e.,
holding the CTRL key (another one of the shift keys available) while typing "e."
If the extended character set is adequate for your needs, a question still remains whether your software and printer can accommodate the upper characters. Since they are not part of the official ASCII standard, some early programs
for the IBM PC did not have the capability to use these additional codes. The
archetypal example of such a program was the word processor WordStar; but
the latest version of WordStar, 4.0, which was released in February 1987, now
prOVides access to the full extended character set. Programs which do not do so
are getting very rare.

Talking to the Printer
Printer support is more difficult to ensure. Daisy wheel or thimble printers,
which have a type element similar in principle to that found on a Selectric typewriter, are limited to a finite number of fully-formed characters. This limitation
precludes the use of all 256 characters of the extended character set, but it is often
possible to use a print element which supports some of the extended characters. You
can get an element designed for, say, French, which will have the "e" with acute
accent (ASCII code 130) and other letters used in French, but it will lack, say, the
"0" with umlaut (ASCII code 148) needed for German. If you need to use a combination of characters not found on a single element, you will have to pause and
switch elements in the middle of printing, a feature not permitted by all software.
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In theory it ought to be possible to produce any type of letter with a dot
matrix type printer, since the actual shapes of characters are not part of the hardware: letters are formed by an appropriate configuration of pins striking the ribbon (or in the case of laser printers, the configuration is of beams of light striking
the drum) to form the corresponding shape. It is possible to send instructions to
the printer for any configuration of dots to be printed. That, in fact, is the way
that graphics (as opposed to text) are produced on such a printer.
In daily operation, though, sending the complete instructions for the pattern of every letter is an inefficient way to communicate with a printer. The
amount of information needed would be enormous: even the simplest dot matrix
printers form a letter within a 9 x 6 dot grid , so that 54 bits of information would
be required to code each letter I More advanced printers offering higher resolution require geometrically more information to code a single letter.
Rather, since there are a finite number of characters generally used in text,
dot matrix printers come with the patterns that make up these characters permanently coded in read-only memory (ROM). Thus, the computer need only send
the ASCII code (which is just an 8-bit word) for the letter desired, and the
printer itself knows what pattern to use for that code.
All is still not entirely straightforward, though: each model of printer has its
own sets of characters stored permanently in its ROM. In addition to different
fonts for draft quality as opposed to letter quality output, there may be further
variations for proportionally-spaced letters, and for fonts of a different style.
And, crucially, the actual population of characters stored varies in different
makes of printers.
The popular Epson line of printers, for example, has defined the upper 128
ASCII codes as italic letters, rather than as the corresponding foreign language
symbols and graphics characters found in the IBM extended character set. Some
(but not all) of the foreign language characters are nevertheless coded in the
ROM of these printers, but they are not accessible in a straightforward manner
using the ASCII codes: rather, one must send a sequence of control codes to the
printer to switch into an alternate character set that contains them.
Much software, particularly word-processing software, comes with predefined drivers for particular makes of printers. These drivers can invoke the
necessary sequence of control codes automatically when you type the extended
characters in question, and the process is transparent to the user. But not all software comes with drivers that fully support all features of a given printer; for
example, database programs do not usually provide drivers sophisticated
enough to invoke Epson foreign language codes transparently, though it may be
possible for a knowledgeable user to insert the necessary printer codes.
More critical, of course, is that not all the characters you may want to use,
even those that are in the extended character set, may be available at all in a
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given printer. I t is important to determine before buying just what characters a
printer does support, and avoid those models that do not have the letters and
symbols you will need, or a simple means of producing them.
The newer Epson printers (and many other makes of dot matrix and laser
printers) allow you to download software defining alternate sets of characters to
the volatile memory of the printer. Such a character set, which you can design
yourself, or purchase on disk, can include not only characters of the extended
character set, but letters and symbols of your own choice or creation. The definition of these characters is permanently stored in software on a disk in your computer; it resides only temporarily in the printer, only so long as the printer is
turned on. Eacb time you want to use the alternate characters, you have to send
the set of definitions down to the printer, using available software or by directly
programming the printer yourself.
All the care in the world when choosing a printer, though, will not be of
much help if you want to write in a language with a totally non-roman alphabet.
While you could create a downloadable font with the Hebrew alphabet, for example, or even install a Hebrew printwheel on a daisy wheel printer, each character in that alphabet will have to be keyed to an ASCII code, since ASCII codes
are the only way tbat printers know how to invoke characters. You could set it up
so that the code for "A" would correspond to "aleph" and that for "G" for "gimel," but when you type "A" or "G," what you will see on your monitor is still an
"A" or a "G." It is not very easy to write much Hebrew (or Greek or Russian)
under these circumstances, though the odd word in the middle of a title transcription can be managed adequately.
It is possible to acquire special chips for your computer's video adapter that
will produce non-roman alphabets on your screen; if you have an Extended
Graphics Adapter (EGA), it is even possible to have a non-roman alphabet coexist with the full usual 256-cbaracter set of letter and symbols. And it is also
possible, with an EGA or the newest version of the Hercules Plus video adapter,
to have alternate video fonts defined in software, in much the way that you can
send a set of character definitions to a printer. However, there is no automatic
link between tbe characters you manage to get on screen and those you have sent
to your printer; it takes a considerable amount of finagling to insure that you end
up seeing on screen what you are, in fact, sending to the printer. I know of no
commercial solution that does this work for you, though I expect that eventually
there will be.
Using a Graphics Display

The discussion thus far has assumed that work is being done in text mode.
For ordinary text work that requires only those characters which are available in
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the extended character set, text mode is greatly to be preferred: the resolution of
characters on the screen is the best possible. And many PC systems in use are
capable of no other means of display: if you are using a monochrome TTL monitor (most likely either green or amber) coupled with the standard monochrome
display adapter (MDA) , text mode is all that you have available. Another possibility for displaying foreign language characters, though, is to use a graphics display.
In a graphics display system, images are formed on the screen by individual
dots called pixels, each one of which occupies a position coded separately. An
ordinary letter might occupy a grid of 8 by 14 pixels, thus requiring 112 bits of
information to be defined. While it thus takes a great deal more information to
code the configuration of a letter, or any other shape, than under text mode
(where a single 8-bit word can code all the possibilities), you are not limited to
any pre-defined characters. Nor are you limited to any particular size of letter,
or one style of font.
There are three standard modes of graphics display in ordinary use on DOS
microcomputers. The original graphics mode defined by IBM when the PC was
first released is generally referred to as CGA mode, for the Color Graphics
Adapter circuit board which drives such a display. CGA graphics can be displayed on a standard RGB (red-green-blue) color monitor, as well as on
composite-type monochrome or color monitors (such as a television set). The
highest resolution available under CGA graphics (without color) is 640 x 200 pixels per screen; adding colors reduces the resolution available. This resolution
turns out not to be very good for text work; in fact, it is pretty terrible. However,
almost all graphics programs available support the CGA mode; this cannot be
said for other graphics modes.
Many users with monochrome monitors have Hercules monochrome
graphics display adapter boards installed. The Hercules card provides the superior resolution of MDA text, while offering a graphics mode that is also quite
good. Unfortunately, relatively few programs have drivers to take advantage of
the Hercules graphics mode.
The new graphics standard is the EGA or Enhanced Graphics Adapter
mode, introduced by IBM about two years ago. The highest resolution available
under the EGA is 640 x 350 pixels per screen, which produces a text mode nearly
as good as that of the MDA. When in graphics mode, the images are also relatively sharp, even when many colors are used. The EGA display adapter must be
used with an appropriate monitor.
Even when using one of these graphics display adapters with a matching
monitor, in text mode one still has just the 256 ASCII characters to work with.
But in graphics mode, software can draw characters of any description on the
screen. However, since you probably want to write in Greek or Russian or Japa-
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nese, rather than spend your time creating an alphabet, suitable software must
be found that is already set up to display those character sets. Ideally, you will
want a word processor, or other software, that incorporates the foreign alphabet, so that you can go ahead and write.
Such programs exist, though not for every language that one might want to
use. And finding software for the language you want is not always easy. One
good source for information will be the language departments of your institution: there are academic projects underway to write software for oriental languages, for example, and for Biblical languages. It is also possible to acquire versions of word processors that are in use in , say, Greece or Israel or Japan.
Special Collections librarians, though, are likely to need access to a variety
of languages, often concurrently within a single document. Word processing
programs that are designed for just Hebrew or just Chinese will not be adequate.
Fortunately, there do exist several multilingual word processors, which allow
you to switch languages in the middle of a document.
One such program is called Multi-Lingual Scribe. Multi-Lingual Scribe allows writing in English (and other European languages using roman alphabets,
including those with unusual diacritical marks), Greek, Russian, Hebrew, Arabic, and Hindi. To switch between languages, you simply press the appropriate
function key. It is possible to switch back and forth between languages at any
point, even within a line. When writing in Hebrew or Arabic, text entry is automatically from right to left. The usual word processing functions are available,
including block moves (for "cut and paste") and search and replace.
Unlike most modern word processors, Multi-Lingual Scribe does not display on the screen exactly what it prints. Although it does display the non-roman
alphabet in graphics mode (CGA or Hercules), the fonts are larger and a bit
cruder than those that it prints. Formatting such as margin settings and indents
are displayed as commands, rather than as the text block will appear in the final
product. There is a function that displays a preview of what the printout will
look like, but you cannot edit in that mode. In practice, this works well: because
the relatively low resolution CGA graphics are used, the displayed font is just 40
columns wide, which permits adequate resolution at a larger size than ordinary
text.
Like other programs that display foreign language characters via graphics
mode, printing from Multi-Lingual Scribe, too, is via graphics rather than character mode. Thus, instead of sending ASCII codes for letters to be printed, the
program sends the printer coding for the entire array of dots that form the text.
Thus, a graphics printer is required for use with the program. Traditional dot matrix or inkjet printers will work; it is also possible to use such programs with some
laser printers. Printing in this manner is slower than printing in text mode, but the
authors of Multi-Lingual Scribe have succeeded in optimizing the process.
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Multi-Lingual Scribe is published by Gamma Productions, Inc. , 710 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401; (213) 394-8822. Version
3.0 costs $350. My only hesitation in recommending this program is that this new
version is reported to have a kind of copy protection that requires the use of a
hardware key that plugs into a parallel port. While such methods of copy protection are less obnoxious than software-based schemes, they are still a nuisance,
and it is unclear that they are as completely harmless as their proponents claim.
So, caveat emptor I
Please keep your letters-questions and suggestions-coming inl You can
reach me at the Yale Center for British Art, Box 2120 Yale Station, New Haven,
CT 06520; or via BITNET: JFRIEDM@YALEVM.
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